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CHAPTER I 

The purpose of this thesis is to discuss a few basic properties 

of automorphic functions. In Chapter II a function will be defined 

to be automorphic with respect to a group of linear transformations, 

consequently, a brief discussion of linear transformation groups 

follows. 

Definition I.l. The transformation 

cz + d 

where a, b, c, and d are constants and ad - be / 0 is a linear trans• 

formation. 

In order to simplify the following discussion the constants 

a, b, c, and d will be assumed to be related as, ad - be « 1, 

Definition 1.2. A set of linear transformations ^ is a trans-

formation group if and only if JT forms a group under the operation 

of composition of transformations. 

Definition I.3o Two points are congruent with respect to a group 

if and only if there is a transformation of the group other than the 

identity transformation which carries one point into the other. 

It will be necessary to include the point at infinity as a point 

in the domain of the linear transformations© Hence the domain of a 

linear transformation may in some cases be the extended plane. At 

such times the usual stereographic projection of the extended plane 

onto the Riemann sphere will be used, the metric in this case being 

the chordal metric 



'Yf \ |z, - Zzl 

^^^" ^""^ ' (1 + iz,|^)^-(l ^ IzJ')'/- • 

If the domain under discussion is bounded the chordal metric may be 

replaced by the Euclidean metric, however the following definitions 

will be made in terms of the chordal metric. 

Definition I.U. A group 3" ̂  continuous in a region R ±£ and 

only if for some Zo ( R there exists an r > 0 such that for all £ > 0 

there exists a Tg f 3^, Tg / I, such that X(z, T^z) -̂  £ for all 

z ^ S^(Zo)« 

Property I.l. j ^ tT i£ finite, then ST is not continuous. 

Proofs Assume cT is continuous, then there exists a z© and a 

r > 0 such that for £, « 1 there exists a T, ( 3", T| / I, such that 

X(z, T, z) < £, , for all z ( S^(zo)» T, may have at most two fixed 

points and hence 0 < X(z, T z) -̂  £i for all points in S^-Czo) except 

possibly two points. Let S^(zo) denote the disk S^(zo) with the fixed 

points of T, deleted. It is possible to choose an f̂  < «̂, so that 

X(z^, T, z) ̂  £t for some z 6 S^(zo), because otherwise XCz, T, z) 

would be less than any positive number and thus T, « I, contrary to 

the hypothesis. Choose ^2" ^/^x9 where n^ is a sufficiently large 

integer so that 62 < £. and X(z, T, z) > 6.̂  f or some z (: S|(Zp). By 

the definition of a continuous group there exists a T;̂  such that 

X(z, Taz) < l/n^ for all z d S^Cz^). Let sj(zo) denote the disk 

SJl(zo) with the fixed points of T^ deleted. In the same manner 

choose nj such that l/nj < l/n^ and X(z, T;jz) ̂  I/HJ for some 

z ^ S^(zo)» In general choose n^ such that l/n m''̂  l/n^. 1 and 



X(z, T-m-jZ) >l/n^for some z k S^^'iz^,), then there exists a T̂r, 

so that X(z, T^z) < l/n̂ ^ for all z f S'"/'(Zo). The construction 

forms a countably infinite sequence of distinct transformations, 

T,, Ti, ... . Hence if the group 7 is continuous then it must be 

infinite, so that if CT is finite, it is not continuous. 

Definition 1,5. A group 3^ is_ properly discontinuous in a 

region R ±£ and only if there exists ̂  ZQ ̂  R and ̂  r ̂  0 such that 

for all T f 3^, T / I, XCz^, TZo) > r. 

Definition 1,6. A group Q" ±s_ improperly discontinuous in a 

region R ±£ and only if 

a) for every r > 0 and each z f R there exists a transformation 

T^ ^ tT, Tr / I, such that X{z, T^z) < r; and 

^^ "̂ ^̂ Q̂ exists a z, ( S^(z) such that X(z,, T^z, ) > r. 

Example; The set of linear transformations 

Tz - il-l4 

cz + d 

where a, b, c, and d are Gaussian integers, that is integers of the 

form m + ni where m and n are real integers, such that ad - be » 1, 

form a linear transformation group. For if T is in the set then T' is 

in the set and if S and T are in the set then 
CT,, . (ea + fc)z + eb + fd 

Cga + hc)z + gb + hd 

is in the set since 

(ea + fc) (gb + hd) - (ga + he) (eb + fd) - (ad - be) (eh - gf) = 1. 

For a group to be continuous there must exist transformations 

for which c, d - a, and b are arbitrarily small, but not all 
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zero, Cl* P» 36]. The above group is not continuous since c, d - a, 

and b are Gaussian integers and cannot be made small without all being 

zero. Also the points into which any point is mapped are everywhere 

dense in the plane, ll, p. 36J. Hence the group is not properly dis

continuous and thus it must be improperly discontinuous. 

Let ̂  be a transformation group and let G be a linear transfor

mation. Let / - (s = GTG'' I T fe J'l. Then i is a transformation 

group because s' - (GTG'') - GT'G" and since T" i 3' then S'' must be 

in >X . Also if S, « GT, G'' and S;j » GT^G" then the composition 

S, Sj - GT, T̂  G'' is a member of i since T, T^ ( TT. 

As shall be shown in Theorem II.1, the discussion of automorphic 

functions will be with respect to properly discontinuous groups. 

Given a properly discontinuous group tT it is always possible to trans

form the group in the manner described above. Each transformed group 

will be formed with a linear transformation G, where G is the linear 

transformation that takes a point of discontinuity z© into the point 

at infinity. It is this transformed group that will be studied. 

Notation. Let J'' be £ properly discontinuous group discontin

uous at Zo, and let G be ̂  linear transformation mapping ZQ into OD • 

The transformed group cT is (T- {T I T - GT»G'' for some T' k cT] . 

Property 1.2. If ̂ T i£ properly discontinuous then cT i£ properly 

discontinuous. 

Proof; If 7 is properly discontinuous then there exists a Zo 

and a r. > 0 such that for all T' ̂  ^T, T» / I, X(zo, T'Zo) > r . 

Since Gz© "• 00, then G 00 « z©, and the above inequality can be written 



X(Zo, T»G"CO) > r.. 

Assume that for each t >0 there exists a T' (: CT, T» / I, such 

that 1\̂ CD, GT»G''OO) < £. Thus there exists a sequence Iŵ ^ such that 

w-n « GTĴ G'oo which converges to oo. Since G"' is continuous, then 

there must exist a sequence IG'W^) - {T^G'OO} converging to z^. But 

from the hypothesis X(z^, T»G''OO) > r, for all T» i Z', hence {T^ G''OO1 

does not converge to ZQ© Consequently, there must exist £.>0 such 

that for all T ^ T , T / I, ;^oo. Too) >£. and thus J' is properly 

discontinuous at z « oo© 

Property 1.3* The point oo is not a fixed point for any T t 3^ , 

T / I. 

Proof; Since G is a linear transformation, then G'' must also 

be a linear transformation. Thus for any T t 3", T / I, 

Too - GT»G*'oo - GT»Zo « Gz'. 

Since 7^ is properly discontinuous then T»Zo / z^ and hence Zo / z' 

so that Gz' / 00 which implies that Too / oo© 

Definition 1.7. Let 

Tz -^2-14, 
cz + d' 

such that c / 0 and ad - be = 1. The circle I, Ir Icz + d\ « 1, 

is the isometric circle of the transformation T. 

Since CD is not a fixed point for any T f 3^, then for any T € 3', 

Tz - ^^ ^ ̂ . , 
cz + d ' 

c / 0, except in the case of the identity transfonr.ation. Hence the 

isometric circles of radius l/lcv and center at -d/c exist for each 



transformati on. 

Property I.U. There exists an M > 0 such that for the centers 

of all isometric circles^ q«, of a group 9% X(0, q^) <- M. 

Proof: The centers of isometric circles of ̂  are those points 

which are mapped into the point at infinity by one of the T f 3" . 

Consider the set A such that 

A - {z I Tz " oo, for some T ̂  X} 

- {z I GT»G''Z « 00, for some T» k 7'] 

« {z I T»G'z - G"'OO - ZO, for some T» (• 7'] 

« {z I z « Gz», z» » T'''zo, for some T»(T') • 

Assume that for every £ >0 there exists a Gz» such that X(oo>Gz»)^£. 

Then there exists a sequence {w^}, w^ « Gz^, such that w^ converges 

- I 

to 00. Since G is continuous, then there must exist a sequence 

IG'WT,), G W„ • z/,, with G''OO « ZO as a limit point. But since 

X(zo, z') > r, then z<, cannot be a limit point, a contradiction. 

Thus there exists an f, so that X(oo, Gz») ̂  £,, and hence if M is 

chosen so that M « 1 - £, , then for all q<y, X(0* ^-^ ^ ^* 

Let S and T be any two transformations 

_, az + b „ ez + f 
Tz » —-T, Sz -—r 

cz + d' gz + h 

such that c / 0, g ̂  0, ad - be « 1, and eh - gf = 1. Assume that 

S / T ', and hence the composition transformation is 
QT (ea + fc)z •«• eb + fd 
^^^ " (ga + hc;z + gb + hd * 

Notation. I^, 1\ will denote the isometric circles of S and T , 

respectively. q5, q» will denote respective centers, r^, r-̂  



respective radii. 

From the definition of an isometric circle, the centers and radii for 

S and T are qs - -h/g, q» « a/c, r5 - l/lgl, and r,. » l/»ci. Thus 

the radius of the isometric circle of the composition ST in terms of 

the radii and centers of S and T is 

(1) r • 1 m 1 m r̂ rr 
•̂̂  I ga + hc'l Ucl|a^.hr lq| - q,\ 

I c g| 

In this case the distance between centers of isometric circles can 

be expressed in terms of the Euclidean metric since the centers are 

bounded as was proved in Property I.U. The distance between the cen

ter of the isometric circle of the composition and the center of one 

of the components of the composition is, since 

q - q-, - ./gb + hd\^ d . - gbc - hdc + adg + cdh „ g 
Vga + he/ c c(ga + he) c(ga + he) 

(2) l , . . . , . | . ^ £ x . ^ _ ^ ^ . 

Property I.5. The radii of the isometric circles of the trans

formations of a group are bounded. 

Proof? Let S and T be any two different transformations of a 

group so that S / T'. From (2) it follows that the radius of the 

isometric circle cff T is related to the centers of the isometric cir

cles of ST, T, T'', and S as r̂  - I q,̂  - q^\ IqV - q̂  \. By Property I.U 

the distance between centers of isometric circles is bounded. Hence 

r^ is bounded. 

Property 1.6. If k > 0, then the number of isometric circles of 

the transformations of £ group with radii greater than k i£ fir.itc© 
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Proof: Let Ig , I». be any two different isometric circles 

with radii greater than k. This implies ST / I, for if ST * I, 

then S - T*', and hence Is - I^. Thus ST 7̂  I if I3 and I»̂  are 

distinct. 

From equation (1) the distance between centers of isometric 

circles can be related to the radii of the respective isometric 

circles as 

The inequality comes as a consequence of the hypothesis that the 

radii of the isometric circles exceed k and Property I,^ which 

exhibited a bound M on the radii of isometric circles. Thus the 

distances between the centers off any two isometric circles with 

radii exceeding k has a positive lower bound. The centers of all 

such circles are bounded by Property I.U and thus the number of 

circles must be finite. 

Property 1.7. If I represents the isometric circle of T 

and I' represents the isometric circle of T , then T takes the 

exterior of I into the interior of I'» 

Proofs If T is defined as 

Tz « ̂ z + b 
cz + d 

where c / 0, and ad - be « 1, then the sets describing the elements 

of the exterior of I and the interior of I» are 

Ext I - {z I Icz + dl > 1}, Int I' " [z\ \cz - a\ ^ l]. 



If z ( Ext I, then z must satisfy Icz + d\ > 1, which implies 

\ cz + d I ^ ^* 

Since ad - be « 1, then the above inequality becomes 

>ad - bc\ . , 
icz + dl ^ •̂ * 

Adding and subtracting acz and simplifying gives 

I be - ad •»- acz - acz \ • -, 
I cz + d ' ^' 

t^/az + b\ __ azc + ad I ^ n 
9 Vcz + d' cz + d i * 

\cTz - a^ < 1 . 

The last inequality implies that Tz i: Int I', and hence T takes the 

exterior of I into the interior of I'. 

Definition 1.8. P is a limit point of a transformation group 

if and only if every disk about P contains £ point, different from 

P, that is the center of an isometric circle of one of the transfor

mations of the group. 

Definition I.9» A point which is not a limit point is an 

ordinary point. 

Property 1.8. j[n the neighborhood of _a limit point P there are 

infinitely many distinct points congruent to any point of the sphere, 

with at most, the exception of P itself and of one other point. 

Proof; From Property 1.6, there are isometric circles of arbi

trarily small radius in the neighborhood of P. Let Q, be a disk about 

P and let I,', I j, ... be an infinite sequence of isometric circles 

contained in Q,, where qĵ  approaches P as n increases. Let 
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I|, I», ••• be the transforms of I,, I^, ... and let S^ be the trans

formation carrying Î , into I»̂ . 

The centers q^ of Î , have at least one limit point. Suppose 

that there is a point P' distinct from P such that P» is a limit point 

of the qn's. Let P, be another point distinct from P» and P, and let 

IT,̂  be of small enough radius so that P and P, lie outside IT,,. Since 

P, is outside I^ , then S.̂  (P, ) must be inside I»̂  by Property 1.7, and 

hence S^ (P, ) is in Q,. If S^^(P, ) / P then ST^^(P, ) is one point con

gruent to P, . If Ŝ ^ (P, ) « P, then S^ (P,) is in I»̂  and is one point 

congruent to P, • To construct an infinite sequence, choose Q^ in the 

same manner that Q, was choosen, so that S„̂  (P, ) or S^ (P, ) is not in 

Q2. Again let I,, be of small enough radius so that P and P, lie out

side I^ . Since P, is outside Îi , then Sp (P, ) must be inside IJ, • 

In general choose Q^ so that ST„.,(P, ) or S^.,(P,) is not in Q̂ _,« 

This construction forms an infinite sequence of distinct points con

gruent to P, and thus establishes the property if P» is a limit point 

of the q̂ j's distinct from P. 

Suppose that the only limit of the q^'s is P itself. Let A and 

A» be any two points different from one another and from P. There is an 

IT,̂  such that A and A» are outside Î,̂  . A j « S^ (A) and A» « S^ (A«) 

are then in i;; and hence in Q, . At least one point is different from 

P. Now consider the I^ such that A, and AJ are outside Ip^. Again 

A;̂  » S„ (A) and A»̂  « ST̂  (A») are in I», and in Q,, and again at least 

one point is distinct from P. In general choose I^ so that Â^̂  1 and 

AĴ .j are outside I,̂  . In the event that A^ or A;;, is equal to P choose 
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I-rj so that the point distinct from P is outside 1^^ • Again 

the construction has formed an infinite distinct sequence of points 

congruent to a point on the sphere and the property is established. 

Definition I.9» A properly discontinuous group is a function 

group if and only if one of the connected regions Jl into which the 

limit points separate the plane is carried into itself by all the 

transformations of the group. 



CHAPTER II 

In the following the domain of existence of an automorphic 

function will be those points at which the function is analytic 

or has poles. A domain will be an open connected set. 

Definition II.1. A function f i£ automorphic with respect to 

a group of linear transformations 3^ if and only if 

^) f is analytic, 

b) if z lies in the domain of existence of f, then for every T (. cT, 

Tz lies in the dom.ain of existence of f, and 

c) i^ z lies in the domain £f existence £f f, then f(Tz) - f(z) for 

all T f 0". 

Example t The function sin z is automorphic with respect to the 

linear transformation group z + 2nTr, n » 0, ̂ 1, -2, ,.., since 

a) sin z is analytic, 

b) sin z is entire so that if z lies in the domain of existence of 

f then for every transformation in the group the image lies in the 

domain of existence of f, and 

c) sin z » sin (z + 2nTr), n » 0, * 1, *2, ... • 

Example; The six transformations 

Tz - z, Tz » l/z, Tz - 1 - z, Tz " 1/ (1 - z), Tz « (z. - l)/z, and 

Tz « z/(z - 1), form a properly discontinuous group. The function 

«/ N ̂  2z^ - 6z^ + 9z^ - 8z^ + 9z^ ~ 6z + 2 
1\,Z J 1* rt 3 , 2. 

z - 2z + z 

is automorphic with respect to the above group, 
12 
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Theorem 11,1, There are no functions other than constants 

which are automorphic with respect to a continuous or an improperly 

discontinuous group. 

Proof; Assume that F is a non-constant function automorphic 

with respect to a continuous group ^ . Then from Definition I.U there 

exists a z^ and r > 0 such that for all integers n 7 0 there is a T^^^, 

T7, / I, such that X(z, T̂ ẑ) < l/n for all z ( S^(zo)# Hence there 

exists a sequence {T^} of transformations, such that at most one trans

formation may occur infinitely many times. For assume Tj / T^ and both 

T, and T;̂^ occur infinitely many times in the sequence. Thus for any 

i > 0, '>̂ (T,z, T^z)< 6 which implies Tj z » T̂ ẑ for all z d S^(z<,), a 

contradiction. Hence there exists N > 0 such that for all n > N, 

T' « T^, and thus X(z, T«z) < l/n for all n > N. Hence z «» T«z for 

all z i S^(zo) which implies that T» is the identity transformation. 

Let [T-»,] be the distinct subsequence of [T̂ ]̂ . Then z<j may be a fixed 

point for a finite number or infinitely many of the IT^]» In the first 

case there will exist an infinite subsequence of the [T|] that do not 

have Zo as a fixed point and it is this distinct sequence that will be 

used in the following. In the second case consider the subsequence jT̂ '̂ ] 

that have ZQ as a fixed point and consider another point z, (. S^(zo)© 

Then z^ may be a fixed point for a finite number or infinitely many of 

the [T^ ]. In the first case use the infinite subsequence of the {T | ^ | 

that do not have z^ as a fixed point. For the second case consider the 

subsequence { T V 1 "t̂ t̂ have z. as a fixed point and the point Za(S-p(zo). 

Since a linear transformation can have at most two fixed points, then 
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z^ is not a fixed point for any of the {T»^JJ. Hence in each case there 

exists a sequence {T^,] ̂  iT that does not have some point z'( S^(zo) as 

a fixed point. Consider such a distinct sequence T̂,,) and a point 

a' ( 3^.(80)• Let z, « T,Z» and since T, t j then %'k7 and hence z» -Tjz,. 

Now let 2;̂  » T^2» and since Tii7 then T̂ ' ( 7 and hence z» - TIZM Con

tinue this process choosing z^ - % * S "thus forming a convergent 

sequence of distinct points {zy,] each member being congruent to z». 

If F is automorphic with respect to an improperly discontinuous 

group, then far each n > 0 and for each Zo f R there exists a T^ f 9̂ , 

T-n / I, such that X(z<,, T„Zo) < l/n. The point z, is a fixed point for 

either a finite number or infinitely many of the transformations of 3̂  , 

so in the manner outlined above an infinite sequence of distinct points 

can be determined which is convergent and each member is congruent to z** 

In both cases there exists an infinite sequence of distinct points 

{z„] such that z» - T^z^ and since F is automorphic f(z») •f(T^z„) •f(z^) 

where f is the local representative of F» That is the function f takes 

on the same value at an infinite sequence of points and this sequence 

has z* as a limit point* But f(z*) is a constant so that for all 

z ( S^(zo)t g(z) • f(z») where g is a constant function of value f(z»). 

Since f is the local representative of F, then f is defined for all 

z f S^(Zo)« Since g(z) • f(z) at an infinite sequence of points, the 

sequence having z* as a limit point, and this sequence together with z' 

is contained in Sr(z<,)» then by the Identity Theorem [3, p« 87], 

g(z) - f(z), for all z { S-j.(zo)» Hence f is a constant in Sr(zo)« 

Continue analytically from S^(Zp) in all directions to all points 
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in the domain of analyticity of F. By definition this process con

structs functions that are identical in the intersection of their 

domains of definition. Then by the Identity Theorem the functions 

will be identical with the function f defined in S^(Zo)« Since the 

local representative f has been shown to be a constant in S,.(Zo) then 

F is constant throughout its domain of analyticity. 

Theorem 11,2. If f is automorphic with respect to a group 3^ it 

is automorphic with respect to any subgroup. 

Proof t If f is not a constant function then tT is properly dis

continuous by Theorem II.1. Since tT is properly discontinuous there 

exists a z^ and an r > 0 such that for all T i 7, T / I, 7((zo,TZo) >r. 

The subgroups of T' are subsets of -T so that for each subgroup G there 

will exist a z^ and an r > 0 such that for all T € G, T / I, 

X(zo, T Z Q ) > TO Hence the subgroups of 0" are properly discontinuous. 

Let ^ be a subgroup of XT, and let f be automorphic with respect 

to d'. If z lies in the domain of existence of f, then for each 1^7\ 

TZ is in the domain of existence of f. Also, if z is in the domain of 

existence of f, then f(Tz) - f(z) for all T i CT, hence f is automorphic 

with respect to 3". 

Theorem II.3» Let f be the local representative of F analytic 

fi '̂ o* ^et TZQ, where T i^ £ linear transformation, lie in the domain 

of existence of the function F| and let f(Tz) » f(z) be valid in the 

neighborhood of Zo» Then, if z is any point in the domain of exis

tence of the function so also is Tz, and F( T Z ) • r(z) holds throughout 

the entire domain of existence. 
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The trans formation T carries the domain of existence of F onto 

itself^ 

Proof; Let z, be a point at which F is analytic. Then there 

exists a sequence of open intersecting disks that connect the neigh

borhood about Zo with a disk about z, • In each of these disks a func

tion is defined which is the local representation of F. Consider the 

neighborhood N about Zo and the disk D, that intersects N, and let g 

be the local representation of F in D, • Then f and g are analytic in 

N and D, respectively and f(z) - g(z) in NOD,. Hence by the Identity 

Theorem f(z) - g(z) in NUD,, and since f(Tz) * f(z) - g(z) then 

g(z) - g(Tz) in D,. 

Consider the disk D^ that intersects D, but not N. Let h be the 

local representation of F in D^, Again g(z) - h(z) in D, HDj and 

hence g(z) - h(z) in D, U Da by the Identity Theorem. Since 

g(Tz) « g(z) « h(ffi) then h(z) - h(Tz) in D^. 

Continue this process to the disk D^ that contains z,, and apply

ing the same reasoning as above k(z) • k(Tz) where k is the local repre

sentation of F in D^» This process can be carried out to any point at 

which F is analytic and hence F(z) - FCTZ) in the domain of analyticity 

of F. 

Let Zĵ  be a pole of F. In any disk about z^, F is analytic and 

F( z) becomes infinite as z approaches z^. Since F(z) - F(Tz) for all 

points at which F is analytic then as z approaches Z2, that is to say 

as Tz approaches Tz^, F becomes infinite. Hence F has either a pole 

or an essential singularity at Tz^. If F has an essential singularity 
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at TZ;i then in the neighborhood of Tzz, F must have the same value at 

infinitely many points, which implies that F has the same value at 

infinitely many points in the neighborhood of z^, since F is automor

phic. But Z;i was assumed to be a pole of F and hence Tz^ must also 

be a pole of F. 

Hence T carries any point of the domain of existence of F into 

another point in the domain of existence. Since T is a linear trans

formation then T"' is also a linear transformation. Applying T ' to 

z» - TZO produces Zo « T''zi* Since T^z^ lies in the domain of exis

tence of F and since f(z) » f(T"'z^) is valid in a neighborhood of z^, 

then from the above proof F(T''Z) « F(z) for all z in the domain of 

existence of F, and if z is in the domain of existence of F so is 

T z. Hence T carries the domain of existence onto itself. 

Theorem II#U« 1^ ^ iS f£ analytic function and if 3'« {T, , T^, ..,} 

is a collection of transformations such that f(Tiz) • f(z) for 

i « 1,2, •••, then f i£ automorphic with respect to the group gener

ated b^ 3"o Each transformation of the group carries the domain of 

existence of f onto itself. 

Proof: From the hypothesis f is an analytic function. Also if z 

lies in the domain of existence of f then T^z, i' 1, 2, ... lies in 

the domain of existence of f is a direct consequence of Theorem II.3« 

Hence it remains only to show that f(Tz) • f(z) for all transformations 

in the group generated by 3". For each z there exists a z' such that 

z « T,z« and hence f(T;V) - f(T",'(T,z')) - fCz'). But by hypothesis 

f(2*) • f(T,z») and since i - T,z» then f(T;'z) - f(z) for all z in the 
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domain of existence. Any possible composition can be formed by 

repeatedly combining transformations two at a time. So if S,T (-07 

then f(Tz) - f(z) and f(Sz) - f(a). By Theorem II.3 if z is in the 

domain of existence of f so is Tz, and if Tz is in the domain of exis

tence of S so is S(Tz). So by hypothesis f(S(Tz)) - f(Tz), but since 

f(Tz) - f(z), then f(sCTz)) - f(z). Thus f(z) - f(Tz) for any T in the 

group generated by &^ 

Theorem II.5« The domain of existence of an automorphic function 

extends into the neighborhood of every limit point of the group. 

Proof; By property 1.9 in the neighborhood of any limit point 

there is an infinite number of distinct points congruent to any point 

of the plane, with at most, the exception of the limit point and one 

other point. Hence in the neighborhood of a limit point lie points 

congruent to points in the domain of existence of the function. From 

the second part of the definition of an automorphic function these 

points belong to the domain of existence of the function. 

Theorem II.6. If the automorphic function is not ̂  constant each 

limit point of the group is an essential singularity of the function. 

Proof; In the neighborhood of a point at which a function is 

analytic or has a pole, the function can take on the same value only 

at a finite number of points. For assume it has the same value at an 

infinite number of points, then by the same argument as was used in 

Theorem II.1 it can be shown that the function is a constant. 

But by Property 1.9, in the neighborhood of a limit point there 

are infinitely many distinct points congruent to any point of the 
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plane. Hence in the neighborhood of a limit point the function has 

the same value at infinitely many distinct points and thus the limit 

point must be an essential singularity. 

Corollary II.1. All points of the domain of existence of a non-

constant automorphic function are ordinary. 

Proof; Assume one point z© is not an ordinary point, that is, Zj, 

is a limit point. If ZQ is a limit point of the group of transforma

tions then it is an essential singularity of the function. Hence it 

does not belong to the domain of existence of the function. 

Property II.1. All points on the boundary of the domain of exis

tence of the function are not necessarily limit points. 

Proof; Consider the function e*̂ '̂  where f(z) - 1/ sin z. The 

function is automorphic with respect to the group of linear transfor

mations z + 2nTr, n « 0, *1, t2, ... • The function f has poles at 

the points kTr, k « 0, ^1, t2, ..., and at the point at infinity, but 

ê *̂ ^ has essential singularities at these points. The point at infi

nity is the only limit point but the points kit, k - 0, î l, t2, ... 

are boundary points. 

Theorem II.7« If a group possesses a non-constant automorphic 

function, ̂ t is a function group. 

Prooft Let a group have a non-constant automorphic function 

existing in a domain S. Let X be the part of the plane, bounded by 

limit points in which S lies. ^ consists of all ordinary points 

which can be joined to a point of S by a continuous arc C not passing 

through limit points. The set of limit points is transformed onto 
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itself by any transformation of the group. For if P is a limit point 

of the group then there is a sequence [q-n} of centers converging to P, 

Then any transformation S that carries P into P» must carry {q̂ ,} into 

{q^l a sequence of centers converging to P», The iq^| are the centers 

of isometric circles with the possible exception of one point, the 

point at infinity, and hence P» is a limit point. No point that is 

not a limit point is carried by any transformation of the group into 

a limit point or else S , a member of the group, would carry a limit 

point into a point that is not a limit point. 

Hence any transformation that carries z into z», carries C into 

c» so that C» consists only of ordinary points. Thus z' ( ^ and 

£. is transformed into itself by any transformation of the group. 

Therefore the group is a function group. 
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